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Introduction 
 

The LACPR report was enacted in 2006 as a response to Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.  The following 
comments are based on highly credible post-Katrina assessments of the disaster.  All of these reports can be 
readily found published on the internet.  Foremost, it is appropriate to first consider the loss of life.   
 
The 2008 report “Hurricane Katrina Deaths, Louisiana, 2005” (Joan Brunkard, PhD, Gonza Namulanda, MS, 
and Raoult Ratard, 2008) reveals with statistical clarity the nature of the deaths from Hurricane Katrina.  986 
are known with certainty to have died because of the Katrina disaster.  Another 431 died soon afterward but 
the cause of death was not recorded.  The total deaths due to the storm are suspected to be as high as 1,440.  
Drowning was the cause of death more than any other cause.  49% of those who died were over 75 years old. 
How will history judge this disaster and our response in which we let our grandparents and great-grand 
parents drown in cold, flooding water?     
 
The figure below shows past hurricane-related flood events in the city and the associated deaths.  Hurricane 
Katrina was an unprecedented event for the New Orleans region.  The reason for the increase in the number 
of deaths is the simultaneous occurrence of an increase in severe hurricane events and a weakened flood 
protection system.  The increase in severe storm events is a well established historical fact (Webster et al, 
2005).   
 

 
 
The general trends that caused the flood protection system to weaken over time are shown in the timeline 
graphic below.  The timeline illustrates that in old New Orleans, with elevated houses on high ground and 
with a coastal buffer, New Orleans actually had a high level of protection from storm surge.  The loss of our 
coast and unwise choices in housing reduced the effectiveness of the non-structural protection.  Hurricanes 
such as the 1947 Hurricane and Hurricane Betsy prompted a response of being overly reliant on levees 
(structural protection).  It is this era of structural protection that has been highly studied since Hurricane 
Katrina, and which produced the levees and other structural measures that so catastrophically failed.  In 
hindsight, these studies reveal that the protection was never as great as 1 in 100 year protection although it 
was legislated to be much higher (IPET, Team Louisiana, Woolley and Shabman, etc.)  The graph also 
shows the new goals of flood protection as indicated by congressional legislation.   
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The LACPR, the subject of these comments, is alleged to be the technical basis for this much greater level of 
protection.  The approach suggested by the LACPR is a combination of non-structural, structural, coastal 
restoration and other elements that are referred to as the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy (next figure).  As 
author (Lopez, 2006 and Lopez, in-press 2009) of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy, and someone who 
has been very actively engaged in coastal planning, I have some perspective on the success and failure of the 
strategy’s application in the LACPR.  Furthermore, as someone who lost their home to Katrina and was 
displaced until July 18, 2009, I know something of the epic human struggle that continues for thousands of 
people in south Louisiana.  As scientists, we see a true implementation of the Multiple Lines of Defense 
Strategy as the only way for Louisiana to overcome its crisis of vulnerability and to achieve a future in which 
all generations are safe and prosperous for generations.  
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Does LACPR address Post-Katrina assessments and recommendations? 
 
ASCE Report - “The New Orleans Hurricane Protection System: What went wrong and Why?”   
In 2007, the American Society of Civil Engineers released a report titled “The New Orleans Hurricane 
Protection System: What went wrong and Why?”  The report concludes with the following “call-to-action” 
recommendations which should be directly applicable to the LACPR plan. 
 
ASCE #1 call-to-action “Keep safety at the forefront of public priorities”   
#10 call-to-action “Place safety first” 
On the back cover of the report is the following  
“Fundamental Canons: Engineers shall hold paramount the safety, health and welfare of the public” 
 
It is therefore profoundly ironic that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, dominated by civil engineers, does 
not use human safety as a goal or performance measure for the LACPR.  Instead, the LACPR utilizes 
physical assets as economic justification for alternatives (figure 6-1).  The Corps does use other criteria to 
apply the Multi Criteria Decision Analysis, but excludes any explicit criteria of human safety or mortality 
(Table 13-1).  None of the project alternatives describes the number of deaths or lives-saved that may result 
from any plan.   
 
ASCE  
#2 call-to-action  “Quantify the risks” 
& #3 call-to-action “Communicate the risks to the public” 
The Corps has undertaken significant modeling efforts of storm surge and have had efforts to communicate 
this information to the public for ongoing levee projects and the LACPR alternatives.  The Corps has 
emphasized that “flood protection” cannot be absolutely provided under any scenario.  However, the Corps 
also identifies residual risk with new projects and does not attempt to address the residual risk.  The best 
example of this is that the levee around New Orleans will always be subject to overtopping or failure.  
Flooding within the city is described as a residual risk.  The Corps alternatives do not include elevating 
within the city to address the residual risk.  From a system engineering perspective, all risk should be 
allocated in the design of a flood protection system.  The risk is not that you choose to design a system with 
residual risk, but rather that your design will always want for improvement and so there is always still risk.  
Some have compared this treatment of residual risk as the approach taken by financial institutions in 
“passing on sub-prime mortgages”.  It’s a way of dodging accountability and culpability.  (See additional 
discussion in the Systems engineering section). After all, Congress directed the Corps as follows: “the 
Secretary shall submit a preliminary technical report for comprehensive Category 5 protection within 6 
months of enactment of this Act and a final technical report for Category 5 protection”, which is not the 
same as designing an incomplete system of protection with residual risks for someone else to address. 
 
ASCE #4 call-to-action “Rethink the whole system, including land use in New Orleans.” 
This recommendation implies using a systems approach which is discussed in a later section, but also a 
multi-faceted approach such as proposed by the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy.  The ASCE 
explicitly mentions land use in New Orleans, emergency response, recommendations for building 
elevations - none of which are included in the LACPR alternatives.  Some issues are beyond the realm 
of traditional Corps activities, but this does not justify assumptions that other agencies will do their part 
when the Corps has been delegated the responsibility of designing the whole system. 
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ASCE # 5 call to action  “Correct the deficiencies”  
ASCE # 6 call to action  “Put someone in charge” 
ASCE # 7 call to action  “Improve interagency cooperation” 
ASCE # 8 call to action  “Upgrade engineering design procedures” 
ASCE # 9 call to action  “Bring in independent experts”  
 
Woolley and Shabman  (2007) Decision making Chronology for the Lake Pontchartrain & Vicinity 
Hurricane Protection Project 
This report is an excellent chronicle of the flood protection system’s collapse as a death by a thousand cuts.  
It reveals the many incremental small and large influences and decisions which led to a catastrophic failure 
of the flood protection around the New Orleans region.  It is a grim tale in which, too often, people believed 
what they wanted to believe or were told to believe.  Their report concludes with the quotes below which 
reflect their assessment that an underlying lack of accountability or ethics was in force.   
 

“What the project record shows is that the District knew in at least general terms of the 
lessening of the project Degree of Protection and Level of protection over time. However, the Corps’ 
reporting requirements did not inform higher authorities or local sponsors that the project, if 
completed with the estimated required funds, would not provide Standard Project Hurricane protection. 
 
This observation is not made to suggest that modified or new project structures would 
have been funded and built if the District’s general understanding of project deficiencies 
had been shared with higher authorities. Corps leaders have accepted responsibility for 
the disaster, but it has not been clear what that responsibility was or should be in the 
future. In fact, it is unlikely given the history told here that the necessary studies, 
approvals, authorities, funding, and construction sequences all would have rolled out in 
time to prevent the flooding from Katrina. It is also questionable whether the project, if it 
had been built and maintained to intended design grades, would have prevented to a 
significant extent the flooding of New Orleans caused by Hurricane Katrina. 
 
Yet, even if no project changes or other responses were made, the Corps would have 
fulfilled its obligation to share with all relevant decision-makers whatever knowledge and 
understanding it possessed. Other decisions might then have been made differently. 
Perhaps the dissemination of this information would have had effects on decisions 
regarding land development and use, wetlands/landscape restoration activities, new or 
enhanced drainage pumping capability, evacuation planning and emergency response 
programs, and specialized protection of critical infrastructure. 
 
Moving forward, Corps project evaluation and reporting protocols must be attentive to 
ensuring that project sponsors and relevant government officials at all levels are as fully 
informed about project capabilities and limitations as are the technical specialists within 
the Corps field offices. Further, Corps policies and procedures should seek ways to 
ensure that the affected public and its political leadership share with the Corps the project 
decisions that are made in consideration of new information.” 

 
 “That engineers have moral and legal obligations beyond those of the 
ordinary citizen is well accepted. This is because trained engineers can 
perceive and evaluate hazardous conditions that ordinary persons are not 
aware of. This is especially true for man-made hazards, because engineers 
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are often involved in making them ... In more basic ethical terms, the 
moral obligation of the engineer arises from the general philosophy that it 
is part of a natural relationship between human beings to warn and protect 
one another from hazards as far as they can be known. Because of his 
knowledge, therefore, an engineer has a higher moral obligation than one 
who is not knowledgeable in the field.” 
 

So, do the LACPR report and related activities indicate a higher and appropriate ethical standard?  
It seems unlikely for several reasons: 
The New Orleans District has had significant turnover in personnel, resulting in a less experienced staff.  In 
general, it is unlikely a young employee will have the acumen and will to challenge management or their 
decisions.  Also, the District has been required to outsource significant work.  Consultants have professional 
ethics, but it is also generally understood that it is not the role of a consultant to challenge their contracted 
employer.  The customer is always right prevails.  Also, in my experience, there have been broken promises 
and obstructions.  In 2007, LPBF released a report of coastal recommendations.  We were told by Corps 
management that all of our recommendations would be evaluated as part of the LACPR effort.  A few 
months later they reneged on this promise.  That is a small example but with larger implications.  Later, we 
were again told that a particular levee alignment we proposed would be modeled.  This has still not 
happened, and in fact we have told the District has chosen to work exclusively on another alignment without 
completing the analysis of alternatives. 
 
In addition, there is a section in the LACPR which addresses systemic issues as response to Hurricane 
Katrina, as follows: 
 

 “USACE Actions for Change 
Since 2005, the USACE has embarked on an ambitious "Actions for Change" initiative 
to incorporate the lessons learned from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita into its future 
programs. The Actions for Change initiative began with an extensive internal and 
external review of USACE methodologies, assumptions, design standards, and 
decision-making processes related to the Southeast Louisiana hurricane risk reduction 
system. It concluded with a key element that the level of risk (either success of the 
expected outcome or reduced risk from damages) associated with a proposed plan 
should guide the decision-making process as well as inform all stakeholders of the 
remaining risks. 
Four themes from the Actions for Change initiative underpinning the LACPR report are 
(1) Comprehensive Systems Approach (2) Risk Informed Decision Making (3) 
Communication of Risk to the Public (4) Professional and Technical Expertise. 
Additional reports that also contain these themes and complement the LACPR are the 
Interagency Performance Evaluation Task Force (IPET) Report and the Hurricane 
Protection Decision Chronology Report.” 

 
The exclusion of any statement of professional ethics ignores the direction from the Decision 
Chronology report even though it is explicitly referenced. 
 
As a former employee of the Corps in New Orleans, I have some understanding of the downward 
institutional creep that is discussed by Woolley and Shabman.  Employees are conditioned to treat any 
official policy as fact.  Employees are trained to focus on processes and not outcomes, even when it 
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defies common sense or ethics.  The Corps uses a military command-and-control organization structure, 
which was largely abandoned by the private sector in the 1980s.  These elements all contribute to low 
expectations and even lower achievement. Cumulatively, these work habits make disasters as the 
chronology report describes so well. 
 
Team Louisiana Report – “The Failure of the New Orleans Levee System during Hurricane Katrina” 

Team Louisiana was formed after Hurricane Katrina to study the disaster. It was comprised of LSU scientists 
and engineers and funded by the LA Department of Transpiration and Development.  Their report was highly 
critical of the Corps’ institutional blind spots regarding the flooding of New Orleans.  The Corps regarded 
the greatest threat as Lake Pontchartrain and not the east side of the city near the MRGO and Lake Borgne.  
The MRGO flood threat was a blind spot due to the non-sensical approach with which the Corps treats 
authorities as parallel worlds.  That is, they can treat authorities independently, as if they have no relation 
even when they do.  For the MRGO, it was a navigation project authority treated independently from the 
flood protection authorities.  There were other issues, but the Corps was digging the MRGO channel even as 
it was making the levee plans for New Orleans.  Yet a closure gate on the MRGO was never included in any 
plan before Katrina even though the original barrier plan did include gates on The Rigolets and Chef Passes.  
Even after Hurricane Betsy, the Corps ignored the importance of the MRGO. 
 
Does the LACPR have such blind spots?  Several.    
 
The Calcasieu Ship channel is authorized separately from LACPR and so is not mentioned in the LACPR, 
although it is a conduit for surge to Lake Charles and is killing wetlands by saltwater intrusion.  This is an 
eerily similar history to the MRGO.  There is even a push to increase the draft of the channel which would 
exacerbate both problems.  There is no serious discussion of a flood gate or closure due to the influence 
navigation has on planning.  
 
Another blind spot is funnel geometry of the levees created by the Morganza to the Gulf levee with the 
existing levee along Bayou Lafourche.  The funnel is twice as large as the MRGO funnel area and Corps 
modeling demonstrates amplification of surge occurs with the Morganza levee funnel.  Constructing the new 
levee actually requires significantly higher heights on the existing levee along Bayou Lafourche.  However, 
the Morganza to Gulf levee is so heavily politically endorsed that the Corps would rather create a new 
problem than face an old one. 
 
Team Louisiana also recognized the influence that local authorities have to compromise flood protection, as 
follows: 
 

“Although the federal government had overall responsibility for the GNO HPS, the slow pace at 
which federal funds were made available ($3 to 5 million per year) led local agencies and their 
contractors to take a lead in many cases to get work started with local funds. As has been discussed, 
the USACE escalated the protection claimed for a completed Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity 
Project from the 100-year to the 300-year storm level. This claim led local engineers to believe that 
designs originally proposed for some HPS elements were excessively conservative, and that an 
adequate system could be constructed more quickly and at lower cost without significantly 
sacrificing performance or reliability.” 
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Local Levee Districts have already begun to challenge levee design.  The State has initiated a review of levee 
standards with the impetus being the alleged over-design by the Corps.  So far, the Corps and the LACPR 
have not compromised the new levee design criteria - except for one major example.  In the preliminary re-
analysis of the Morganza to the Gulf levee, it was concluded by the Corps that the most economic alternative 
was the original 2002 levee alignment and the obsolete levee design heights.  The new surge models 
demonstrate that this obsolete design would provide a 1 in 26 year protection.  That is clearly sub-standard to 
the authorized intent of 1:100 year protection and does not even meet flood insurance requirements.  This 
levee alignment is included in the LACPR and is part of the final best performing alternative array.  
 
IPET- Executive Summary of Findings 

“All of New Orleans and Southeast Louisiana is highly vulnerable to catastrophic flooding for 
flood events that are in the neighborhood of 0.2% or the 500-year return period. At this time 
evacuation is the only effective means to substantially reduce loss of life for large hurricane 
events. Property risk can be reduced through elevation and flood proofing of structures, 
continued strengthening and improvement of the HPS components to include reliability of the 
pumping capability and resilience of levees and floodwalls, and appropriate land-use 
management of the most vulnerable areas.” 

 
IPET- Executive Summary of Lessons Learned 

‘The System: Planning and design methods need to be system-based, allowing a more indepth 
analysis of how a combination of structures and measures will perform together.” 
“The Performance: Hurricane protection structures need to be designed as a part of a 
complete system-based approach to protection, providing balanced and uniform levels of 
protection from the perspectives of time, level of hazard, and reliability.” 
“The Risk…”Given a relatively uniform level of reliability of the protection system, the relative risk 
values are largely related to elevation (below sea level) and the value of property or number of 
people who occupy those areas. The emergency response preparedness and efficiency of evacuation 
prior to a storm is a key component to reducing risk to life and human safety.” 

 
IPET- Executive Summary of Looking Forward 

“Integrating risk reduction with other critical functions such as water quality, sustainability and 
commerce remain an idealistic goal. It is time for a new national emphasis on holistic water policy 
where public safety is a mandatory component.” 
 
“The promise or perception of a system when it does not exist is perhaps more dangerous 
than no system at all.” 

 
SUSTAINABILITY: Man-made measures alone can not sufficiently reduce risk for 
vulnerable areas such as New Orleans. Natural processes and attributes such as marshes, 
mangroves, and barrier islands need to be integral to a systems strategy for risk reduction. In 
combination with traditional structures and aggressive emergency management planning and 
execution, an enhanced natural environment would be a major component to a sustainable and 
effective long-term strategy to deal with the dynamics of climate, demographics, and social and 
economic well-being. 
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The LACPR generally uses new design standards for specific elements of a flood protection system as 
recommended by IPET, but has not equally evaluated or applied the different elements that might 
compose a system in various alternatives proposed by LACPR.   
For example: 

• Surge models assume a frictionless landscape even though landscape is known to contribute to 
reducing surge.    

 
• No explicit evacuation scenarios are included in the LACPR.  It is recognized, in principle, as 

important but somehow is considered unnecessary to incorporate into the actual plans.  This is a 
classic non-systems approach. 

 
• LACPR uses economic valuation of physical assets as a proxy for human safety.  This is clearly 

flawed logic. Human safety requires other aspects of a flood protection system, such as 
evacuation. 

 
The LACPR does little to break the mold of traditional Corps planning.  It uses the traditional six-step 
planning process and primarily uses economic metrics.  It ignores broader issues of water resources, 
such as river diversions, which would require modification to navigation on the Mississippi River.  It 
avoids any explicit analysis of potential loss of life of alternatives.  It proposes alternatives overly 
emphasized with components the Corps has traditionally constructed, such as levees.  In spite of 
Hurricane Katrina, LACPR perpetuates the inclination to believe that levees cannot fail.  The LACPR 
alternatives do not include the elevation of homes within levees, such as in New Orleans.  Although 
clearly directed by IPET and the Congressional authorization to develop alternatives of a complete 
system, what is presented in LACPR are traditional Corps-biased fragments of potential systems.  
Unfortunately, LACPR presents the “promise” of a system, but does not deliver. 
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Systems Engineering 
 

 “Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of 
successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the 
development cycle, documenting requirements, and then proceeding with design synthesis and 
system validation while considering the complete problem. Systems engineering integrates all the 
disciplines and specialty groups into a team effort forming a structured development process that 
proceeds from concept to production to operation. Systems Engineering considers both the business 
and the technical needs of all customers with the goal of providing a quality product that meets the 
user needs.” (International Council on Systems Engineering 2009) 

 
If LACPR used system engineering to manage risk of storm surge events, it would allocate 100% of the risk 
to the various elements of the proposed flood protection alternatives.  The examples below illustrate how this 
might result in considering risk allocation for physical assets or for human safety using the Multiple Lines of 
Defense template.   
 
Note that, for various storm events, 100% of the risk is allocated.  Risk allocation varies with the different 
storm events.  These illustrations also contrast how risk allocation varies with physical assets and human 
safety.  Insurance can be considered the last measure to protect physical assets by financial recovery.  
Obviously this does not apply to loss of life.  Also the reciprocal relationship is found with evacuation.  
Evacuation is vital to protecting life, but has limited application to physical assets, since most assets are not 
readily mobile during an emergency.   
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These simple diagrams suggest the usefulness of true systems engineering analysis that allocates 100% of 
risks.  The LACPR defines residual risk of surge due to overtopping of levees, but does not go the additional 
step to address the remaining flood risk in alternative arrays. For example, overtopping of levees in New 
Orleans is residual risk which should then also include home elevation in the alternative. 
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Assessment of the Planning Process and Risk-Informed Decision Framework 

6-Step Planning Process 
Congress directed the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to undertake the LACPR and consider a full 
range of flood control, coastal restoration and hurricane protection measures exclusive of normal policy 
considerations. The LACPR attempts to put together a 6-Step Planning Process to achieve the final 
recommendations for South Louisiana. The 6-Step Planning Process includes: 
 

1. Problems/Opportunities 
2. Inventory/Forecast 
3. Formulate Plans 
4. Evaluate 
5. Compare  
6. Select – Not completed as part of the Draft Final Technical Report 

 
A key criterion for a successful step-wise process is ensuring that all of the previous steps are an accurate 
and thorough evaluation of the environment in which the analysis is taking place. In numerous instances 
throughout the 6-Step Process, major assumptions are made that, if not validated, could render the entire 
process unacceptable. The National Research Council (NRC) Committee recognized this and other 
constraints on the process in the First Report from the NRC Committee on the Review of the LACPR 
Program. The NGO organizations evaluated the NRC’s previous comments and the USACE’s ability to 
integrate these comments into the process.  The evaluation found that many of the concerns were occurring 
in the first three steps of the process. Without correctly addressing each step in the process, we can never 
expect to produce a product that is usable, acceptable, or achievable.  
 
Planning Horizons 
One fundamental concern that can carry drastic implications into the future of coastal Louisiana is the 
planning horizons utilized within the LACPR report for planning and implementation. The LACPR effort 
fails to realize that the measures we impose on the landscape today are the same measures that will be on the 
landscape for hundreds and thousands of years, not just 50 or 100 years. The New Orleans levee system is a 
perfect example of how we may not be able to change the measures we put on the landscape today. There is 
no option to remove the levee system that surrounds New Orleans, as parts of the city have sunk to more than 
ten feet below sea level. The Netherlands is another example. The polder system began construction in the 
1100’s, and there are no other options for the Dutch but to maintain this vast, energy-intensive, cost-
intensive, and non-sustaining landscape almost 1,000 years later. Although it is imperative to implement 
something quickly to cease or reduce the increase in risk that occurs every day, the USACE has to be 
cognizant and aware of potential impacts on a much larger planning horizon. The selected plan will most 
likely continue to have impacts on the landscape for multiple generations and potentially thousands of years.  
 
Planning horizons vary from 50 to 100 years depending on structural versus coastal restoration measures. 
The variation in planning horizons for different measures could alter or bias the analysis. Structural measures 
will continue to depreciate with time, requiring more operations and maintenance costs specifically with 
rising sea levels. Restoration has the potential to appreciate with time, having larger up-front costs but 
reduced operations and maintenance.  
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In addition, in the life cycle costs analysis, a zero residual value was assumed at the end of the 50 year period 
of analysis, which equates to an assumption that the system would have to be rebuilt in 50 years. By these 
statements, it is assumed that the coastal restoration plans would have to be built twice within the 100 year 
planning horizon, which is an unnecessary addition of costs. This type of analysis does not allow for the 
benefits of self-sustaining or long-lasting projects to be comprehensible. 
 
In addition, there is greater variance in the timelines for implementation of plans.  
 

• Structural Measures: As stated in the Draft Technical Report, structural measures can be implemented in 6 to 
16 years. However, the Engineering Appendix states that these structures can take up to 40 years to 
implement (pg 38). In another portion of this appendix (pg 262), it states that the initial lift costs were based 
on a 14 year construction period.  Most, if not all, of the levee systems proposed will require multiple lifts to 
reach design elevations.  The Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity project was started in 1965 and was not 
complete when Hurricane Katrina hit the coast in 2005. The project was not complete after 40 years. Since 
2005, the USACE is working to finalize the levee and drainage system to the new 100-year storm surge 
levels by 2011. Thus, it will take 6 years to build upon a system that was already in place in most instances. 
Another example is the Morganza to the Gulf levee system.  New engineering studies of this levee system by 
the USACE have determined a construction timeframe of over 37 years for a 100-year level of risk 
reduction.  Therefore, the timeframe (6-16 years) used in the LACPR report is not a reasonable timeframe to 
implement structural protection measures for an entire coastal plan. This assumption concerning 
implementation time is unrealistic and will therefore bias the analysis of when risk reduction can be achieved 
and damages reduced.  
 

• Coastal Restoration Measures: The USACE Principles and Guidelines stated that “appropriate consideration 
should be given to environmental factors that extend beyond the period of analysis”, therefore the restoration 
alternatives were evaluated from 2010 to 2100. The justification for this variance from the structural 
measures timeframe of 50 years is because “some alternatives were predicted to perform well at the end of 
the period of analysis but poorly after that point in time.” Construction time for restoration measures was 
estimated from 5 years (freshwater redistributions) to 25 years (shoreline protection, marsh creation, and 
ridge restoration). First, it is unreasonable to assume that a 100-year or greater levee system can be built in 
16 years, but a ridge or shoreline protection will take 25 years to build. There is too much inconsistency 
within the implementation timeframes. Second, if some restoration alternatives were performing well at the 
end of the analysis that would mean that these measures were effective for 50+ years. These benefits over the 
50-year timeframe are diminished over the 100-year timeframe, but how does that analysis compare to 
structural measures, which are only evaluated on a 50-year timeframe? Lastly, the restoration alternatives 
were constructed in 15 years and showed benefits after the 50-year timeframe, yet the LACPR assumes that 
salt marsh stabilization could take as long as 50 years and therefore, there is no effect on surge or wave 
reduction. The inconsistencies in the timeframes used throughout the report are confusing and can lead to 
invalid analysis.  
 

• Nonstructural Measures: The LACPR Report uses the uniform construction period of 15 years for 
nonstructural measures. Even though we feel that nonstructural measures could be implemented on a much 
quicker timeframe, we applaud the USACE for incorporating incremental implementation and the 
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accruement of pre-base year benefits.  Non-structural flood protection is generally regarded as a much more 
expedient solution than levee construction or other structural measures.  The LACPR report, in its 
Redundancy section, recommends implementing non-structural measures inside structural measures prior to 
the completion of structural protection because non-structural solutions can be completed quicker.  Both 
timeframes are skewed (non-structural slower and structural faster) in a manner that seems to favor structural 
solutions.   
 

• Timeline to Address Uncertainties: One of the keys to the implementation schedule is addressing 
uncertainties at a level comfortable for the funding entity and the general public. Some of the uncertainties 
presented in the LACPR will take numerous years to analyze. For instance, one of the concerns of the NRC 
Committee was the availability of sediment to complete all the measures being proposed. The Draft Final 
Technical Report states that they assume the sediment will be available; however the Regional Sediment 
Budgets will not be complete until 2010.  
 
In addition, some of the excellent concepts presented in the Engineering Appendix of the LACPR report will 
also have uncertainties in implementation. Specifically, the construction timeframes proposed do not seem 
feasible. One concept is to construct levees to elevation +30 feet using soil cement columns as a means to 
achieve the stability for the target design elevations. The time to construct the foundations for these levees is 
not addressed. Due to the large spatial extent of the proposed levees, it would take over 40 years for one deep 
soil mixing machine to complete one mile of soil columns. It would take 100 machines 4.5 years to complete 
one mile of soil columns. For a 25-mile levee alignment, it would take 100 machines over 100 years to install 
the columns. Clearly, this is not feasible from a cost standpoint nor from a timing and schedule standpoint. 
 

 
 
Relative sea level rise (RSLR) is another uncertainty that could impact the risk reduction measures for 
hundreds of years. RSLR was evaluated over the next 50 years with three scenarios of change. It is 
imperative that we fully address the impacts of RSLR. Two of the most impressive engineered structures of 
the Dutch system, the Oosterschelde and Maeslantkering Storm Surge Barriers, which were completed in 
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1986 and 1997 respectively, will be insufficient for protection with a sea level rise of 50 centimeters. The 
Dutch anticipate a 50 centimeter rise in sea level in the next 40 years. So not only is it imperative to evaluate 
the impacts of RSLR on the risk reduction measures over a long timeframe, but it is also important to 
understand those measures, specifically restoration measures, that could combat RSLR and increase the risk 
reduction ability of these measures over time.  
 
Risk Informed Decision Framework 
We continue to applaud the USACE for their use of a decision process outside of the normal policy 
considerations. The traditional cost-benefit analysis would not be able to incorporate the complexities of 
South Louisiana’s landscape or the full benefits (economically, environmentally, or culturally) of this region. 
Unfortunately, the basis (Step 1 and 2) of the Risk Informed Decision Framework (RIDF) is flawed. Since 
the release of the Draft Technical Report, the lessons learned to improve the deterministic elements of the 
RIDF and the Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) have not been incorporated.  Without proper 
development and utilization of the RIDF and MCDA, the tools can become manipulated and biased toward 
the certain outcomes dictated by the users.  In other words, the decisions will not be transparent and open 
results of a stakeholder process, but masked decisions of the USACE or other agencies hidden within the tool 
itself.  This potential manipulation of the RIDF and MCDA is of great concern in its continued development.  
 
Performance Metrics 
The Draft Final Technical Report states that the selection of performance metrics was established to satisfy 
the planning objectives and reflects a combination of input from the technical team and stakeholders. We 
would argue that this is not the case. The metrics were developed by the USACE and may have been 
modified through input from stakeholders, but the metrics were not developed by stakeholders, which is a 
fundamental problem with the MCDA. The USACE used an example of buying a car to explain to 
stakeholders the process of value and weightings. The family was asked to identify the most important 
criteria and the example suggested that the family selected gas mileage, safety, color. The USACE fails to 
realize that none of the criteria the Corps proposes in the LACPR may be the most important to the 
stakeholders. Unless the metrics are developed by the stakeholders including the general public, then the 
results of the MCDA may not capture the true priorities. 
 
Exclusion of Key Metrics 
The development of the performance metrics appear to incorporate only those items which the USACE is 
required to evaluate by law - specifically those metrics dealing with social, environmental, and economic 
issues. The only social impact metrics included were historic properties protected, historic districts protected, 
and archeological sites. These are completely inadequate to fulfill the objective to “sustain the unique 
heritage of coastal Louisiana by protecting historic sites and supporting traditional cultures.” That objective 
does not even include basic sustainability of coastal communities and there is no mention of unique cultures, 
people, diversity, ties to land or sense of place being factored into the metrics.  Potential loss of life is a key 
metric not included. We encourage the NRC to closely examine and adopt the recommendations of Dr. 
Shirley Laska and Dr. Robert Gramling included in the Economics Appendix titled Expanding the 
Identification and Measurement of the Human Consequences of Disastrous Flooding: Toward the 
Refinement of the “Other Social Effects” Account. 
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The environmental metrics included direct wetland loss and indirect loss from structural measures aimed to 
meet the objective to “promote a sustainable coastal ecosystem.” These two metrics are required to be 
evaluated under NEPA. Additional metrics were included within the first version of the MCDA, however 
further refinement has occurred as a result of some major assumptions, mainly maintaining the current 
landscape. As a result of including only one alternative for coastal restoration, it resulted in nullification of 
two environmental metrics. 
 
Two [environmental metrics] were dropped from the multi-criteria decision analysis because they had no 
affect on the outcome of the rankings (i.e. results were the same with or without the metric). The two metrics 
dropped were wetlands sustained/restored and spatial integrity. These two environmental metrics were used 
to prioritize and identify restoration plans. 
 
The alteration of the MCDA based on this large-scale assumption is another example of ensuring that the 
initial steps in the 6-Step Process are completed correctly in order to move on to the next step with 
confidence and accuracy. It is inevitable that the LACPR Program will have to explore various restoration 
alternatives in the future, and that including only one restoration alternative does not qualify within the 
alternatives analysis framework of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). At the time that the 
LACPR moves forward to an EIS and alternatives have to be incorporated, the MCDA will then be irrelevant 
as it does not incorporate a method for analysis of those alternatives based on stakeholder priorities. 
 
Informing Stakeholders 
The Draft Final Technical Report states the “MCDA has been a successful means to inform tradeoffs and is 
an effective means of communicating the wide spectrum of risks to stakeholders.” We would argue that this 
is not the case. First, the stakeholders were included by invitation and only 500 stakeholders were invited to 
attend. Although these individuals also represented larger constituents or industries, they were not inclusive 
of the large breadth of stakeholders in the 23,273 square mile project area and did not include the general 
public. The public was not made aware of these meetings through any advertisement. Therefore, the outreach 
effort performed by the USACE to inform stakeholders about risk and tradeoffs was extremely minimal 
considering the area of impact. 
 
Secondly, many of the NGO organizations represented here attended the stakeholder meetings to provide 
values and weightings for the MCDA. The values and weights were collected on computers, however the 
program developed by the USACE was complicated and most of the participants did not understand which 
criteria were most important to them or how tradeoffs were being calculated. In addition, many of the criteria 
had changing scales. For instance, a high value and weighting for many metrics, such as employment 
impacted or construction time, meant a goal to minimize these criteria. Yet with other metrics, a high value 
or weighting meant a goal of maximizing the criteria, such as indirect environmental impact score and 
historic properties protected. These changing scales also led to confusion among the stakeholders. After 
attending these meetings and discussions with its participants, we have little confidence that the current 
values and weightings within the MCDA has any relevance at all to stakeholders’ priorities. 
 
Recommendation for the MCDA 
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1. All stakeholders, including the general public, establish an objectives hierarchy to fully and uniquely 
characterize the important outcomes of each decision alternative;  

2. A set of outcome measures of performance (or metrics) is developed by stakeholders to represent the 
performance of each alternative in terms of achieving each of the planning objectives exclusive of normal 
policy considerations;  

3. The outcomes of the alternative plans are modeled and, to the extent there are uncertainties present that may 
significantly affect performance outcomes, this evaluation of plans is replicated over a set of scenarios that 
represents a range of possible conditions during the performance phase; 

4. Once all the evaluations are complete, a multi-attribute utility function is developed (based on stakeholder 
assigned values for performance metrics) to assess the overall utility of each plan given its performance in 
terms of achieving the objectives;  

5. Ranking plans based on their individual utility scores is used to provide an indication of stakeholder 
preference of plan options available; and 

6. The RIDF procedure utilizes outputs of evaluations of other decision objectives (i.e. cost efficiencies and 
project effectiveness) to contrast with stakeholder preferences to identify a final array of alternatives (or top 
performing plans across all decision objective considerations) and to display tradeoffs among these 
alternatives for decision makers in a transparent and open process. 
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LACPR Alternatives Analysis 
 

The stated goal of the LACPR study, following the direction of the Congress, has been to consider a full 
range of flood control/hurricane protection, coastal wetland protection and restoration and non-
structural/risk-reducing measures that will reduce the level of storm damage risk to a prescribed level.  This 
is a very ambitious goal, which was not achieved in the current Draft Final Technical Report. 
 
LACPR’s Presumption of First-Guess Alternatives are Best 
The classic Corps’ planning process (LACPR Figure 1.1) develops alternatives, evaluates alternatives and 
selects an alternative.  There is an assumption that a priori alternatives based on limited analysis will include 
an alternative that is actually the best of all possible alternatives.  This works for many projects of much less 
complexity, uncertainty and less technical analysis.  This is not the case for LACPR report.  The plan 
formulation process for the LACPR did not have the benefit of massive amounts of critical data regarding 
surge, ecologic and cultural impacts.  The LACPR and future extensions of the LACPR process should not 
be rigidly confined to the current LACPR alternatives.  It is very likely that alternative refinement or 
alternative hybrids are likely to produce significant benefits.  
 
Robustness of Alternatives 
The array of 107 alternatives is misleading since more than 56 of these are not comprehensive alternatives.  
It is only the comprehensive alternatives that are minimally qualified to be considered a Multiple Lines of 
Defense (MLOD) approach.  Any other narrower alternative defies common sense.  The non-
comprehensive alternatives do not have minimal inclusion of essential elements of non-structural, coastal 
restoration or structural measures.  The non-comprehensive alternative analysis provides insight into the 
decision process but the alternatives are not by themselves viable alternatives.  Therefore, in considering the 
realistic alternatives, the focus is on the comprehensive alternatives.   
 
Examination of the comprehensive alternatives illustrates a lack of robustness, leading to narrower choices.  
In Planning Unit 3a, for example, the Morganza to the Gulf alignment is in all the comprehensive 
alternatives.  This recommendation is in spite of the LACPR’s description that induced development will be 
addressed by considering alternative alignments.  It is also disturbing that, for all planning units, only one 
restoration plan was considered for all the comprehensive alternatives for each planning unit.  For example, 
in Planning Unit 2, thirteen comprehensive alternatives of levees and non-structural elements are included 
but all alternatives have the same restoration plan (R2).  
Alternative hurricane protection structures and levee alignments  
The USACE deserves credit for the advances it has made in modeling the impact of different kinds of storm 
events (LACPR Summary Report p. 10).  As a result of this work, we have much better tools than we did a 
few years ago to model the impact of alternative hurricane protection projects.   
 
However, it seems the major focus of the Corps’ LACPR-related work over the last 3 ½ years has been 
looking at alternative levee-type measures.  The amount of time and effort that has gone into the structural 
component of hurricane protection is enormous.  The major policy question with the assessment of various 
hurricane levee alignment proposals is the inertial tendency within the USACE to pursue cross-basin levees, 
such as the Donaldsonville to the Gulf - GIWW levee alignment rather than the Ridge alignment that 
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incorporates major features of the swamp alignment leaving the Basin open to storm surge allowing for its 
dissipation.  
 
LACPR Does Not Use All Restoration Methods 
The LACPR report includes very few options for restoring our coastal wetlands beyond LCA, including 
many coastal restoration projects identified in the State Master Plan and authorized in 2007 WRDA.  The 
report also fails to use newly elevated land and restored wetlands, including restored cypress swamps, as a 
key flood risk reduction strategy.  Even restoration techniques that have been proposed for years were 
eliminated from this evaluation. 
 
In Planning Unit 4, restoration relies solely on marsh creation and shoreline protection.  Without natural 
system function restoration, or preventive measures such as salinity control structures, any mechanically-
rebuilt marsh will be subject to the same forces that led to loss of the original marsh.  The HET did not fully 
evaluate the resources available to complete the level of marsh creation proposed by the alternatives.  The 
assumptions about sediment resources, funding resources, and engineering ability for the next 100 years are 
unrealistic and do not seem to be supported by objective data.  This analysis has a way to go before being 
able to lend itself to on-the-ground restoration projects that can achieve the objectives of ecosystem 
sustainability. 
 
The LACPR report must consider and incorporate large-scale diversions or potential 
modifications/realignment of the Mississippi River in order to convey large volumes of Mississippi and 
Atchafalaya River sediment into the sediment-starved deltaic landscape.  This will require the USACE to re-
think the management of the river and its navigation system, a system that is increasingly unsustainable as 
the mouth of the river sinks.  The USACE will have to consider the wetland system as a means of protection 
for these navigation systems.  If adopted, this new framework for managing navigation for flood control and 
restoration purposes could play an increasingly important role in storm risk reduction.   
 
Lack of Proposals to Manage the Mississippi River  
The proposed diversions in most of the alternatives require significant re-allocation of Mississippi River 
discharge into wetlands via various large and small river diversions.  The cumulative impacts to the river 
hydrology sediment transport and ecology are significant.   
The LACPR states: 
 
“It should be noted that the LACPR team has not determined the cumulative impacts that multiple diversions 
may cause on the system. Nor has the team quantified the impacts on navigation or flood control on the 
Mississippi River. In addition, technical issues for freshwater diversions persist, particularly for the larger 
scale diversions. These issues include how well the measures may actually perform, how they should be 
operated, and the tradeoffs that will be required such as over-freshening of marsh areas and  displacement 
of associated fisheries and wildlife. These proposed measures would be expected to evolve over time and be 
further studied as the USACE looks to improve its understanding of large-scale diversions.” LACPR p 219 
 
This tepid approach suggests there is a lack of serious commitment to address the larger issue of re-managing 
the river for traditional uses and coastal restoration even when it benefits flood protection.  Proposals such as 
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the MLODS report proposal to close selected passes on the Lower river while maintaining one channel for 
deep-draft navigation need to be evaluated. 

 
Analyze all potentially useful non-structural measures 
Perhaps the most creative and unanticipated part of the LACPR report has been the work addressing the 
contribution of non-structural measures to risk reduction.  Such measures include preventing new 
development in flood-prone areas, pursuing buy-outs in high risk areas where other non-structural or 
hurricane protection levee costs are very high, raising building elevations, assessing the quantitative impact 
of those measures on risk-reduction and incorporating alternative non-structural measures into 
comprehensive alternatives.  The USACE has the necessary authority to implement these measures, but, 
almost four years after Katrina and Rita, has not exercised its authority.  The USACE is missing an 
opportunity to take the lead in non-structural implementation and influence rebuilding efforts. The LACPR 
contains numerous potential non-structural pilot projects that should be implemented as soon as possible.  
The USACE should be leading the effort on implementing non-structural measures. The LACPR does well 
to acknowledge other Federal and State non-structural efforts and should, as it suggests, coordinate with 
these efforts, but should not sit on the sidelines.  The USACE could exert much more influence over the 
design and implementation of a non-structural program by making it a condition of significant federal 
hurricane protection investments that could induce development in low-lying, flood-prone areas. 
 
Incorporating Evacuation Alternatives 
The LACPR report provides an overview of planning considerations including the following problem 
statement describing the nature of risk to the planning area: 
  

Problem Statement 
The people, economy, environment, and culture of South Louisiana, as well as the Nation, are at risk from 
severe and catastrophic hurricane storm events as manifested by: 

• Increasing risk to people and property from catastrophic hurricane storm events.  
 

Objectives 
The following planning objectives were established to help solve the problems defined above and to develop 
the full range of flood damage reduction, coastal restoration, and hurricane risk reduction measures: 

• Reduce risk to public health and safety from catastrophic storm inundation. (p.30) 
 
In addressing the risk to people, public health and safety, the LACPR report further distinguishes between 
two categories of risk reduction: 
 
In general, within the LACPR planning area, authorized hurricane risk reduction projects fall into two 
categories of risk reduction. The first category applies a Standard Project Hurricane design standard for 
urban areas. The Standard Project Hurricane was established as the design storm to be used for highly 
populated areas where there is a chance for loss of life and great economic impact due to loss of property. A 
second category of risk reduction has been applied to less developed areas where property protection was 
the primary emphasis and loss of life was addressed by imposing mandatory evacuation of residents; (p. 59) 
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We would agree that it is extremely difficult to achieve 100% evacuation for less developed areas and 
exponentially more difficult to achieve 100% evacuation for highly populated urban areas even under 
mandatory evacuation scenarios.  But despite this acknowledgement, we are concerned that the LACPR 
report does not place stronger emphasis on evacuation as the primary risk reduction measure designed to 
protect human life and public safety in both less developed and highly populated urban areas.  Additionally, 
we are greatly concerned that risk reduction measures associated with a Standard Project Hurricane do not 
place a strong emphasis on evacuation as the primary risk reduction measure for protecting people in highly 
populated areas.  
 
The Multi Criteria Decision-Making Analysis (MCDA) further embraces this implication by tilting one 
criteria “Population Impacted.”  We recognize that a population can be impacted by flood damage or wind 
damage to their assets, infrastructure, houses and buildings without actual risk to lives or public safety, but 
there is a clear implication, repeated in the MCDA summary, that “Population Impacted” refers to protecting 
people rather than more specifically protecting assets.  
 
For the LACPR participants, protecting population was most frequently the most important attribute 
followed by the reduction of direct and indirect environmental impacts. (p. 136) 
 
If in fact the LACPR continues to emphasize protection of human life as a significant planning objective and 
stakeholders are lead to believe that their input reflects a desire for higher personal safety, then a 
substantially more robust evacuation component must be incorporated into all the alternatives proposed in 
the LACPR report. While we understand that evacuation planning and execution fall outside the USACE’s 
authority, the cooperation and partnership between the State and USACE should have produced a clearly 
evident and well articulated evacuation component designed to achieve a substantial, cost-effective reduction 
in risk to human life and public safety.   
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Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy and Coastal Restoration 
 

Congress directed the Corps to undertake the LACPR and consider a full range of flood protection measures 
including coastal restoration.  To achieve this, the Corps adopted the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy 
(MLODS) (Lopez 2006; Lopez JCR draft, 2009).  This strategy is a proposed method to integrate the natural 
landscape and traditional flood protection such as levees into a single, sustainable flood protection system.  
The state of Louisiana also adopted this strategy in their State Master Plan. The LACPR provides significant 
data that supports the MLODS but falls short of fully applying MLODS to the formulation process and 
alternatives evaluated. 
Critical Landform Features (CLF), Critically Important Landform Features (CILF) and Lines of 
Defense 
Some of LACPR’s evidence supporting the MLODS is the general pattern of attenuated surge along the 
coast, but also the identification through the surge models demonstrating the presence of “Critical Landform 
Features” (CLF), which beneficially reduce surge attack along the coast by slowing surge movement during 
a storm event.  The CLF’s identified in the LACPR (p 78) are land bridges, ridges and other types of 
landforms proposed by MLODS as “lines of defense”.  The CLF’s are actually an important subset of Lines 
of Defense, and most of those identified by LACPR were previously proposed in the NGO report 
Comprehensive Recommendations Supporting the Use of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy to Sustain 
Coastal Louisiana (MLODS draft report, 2007 draft and MLODS Version I report, 2008).  In the LACPR 
report, the CLF’s were identified considering surge only, and do not capture other important Lines of 
Defense.  Presumably due to identifying the CLF’s late in the study process, the LACPR report is clear that 
the CLF’s were not applied to the alternatives or in any way incorporated into the study. Also not all of the 
potential CLF’s which affect surge were identified (e.g. Marsh Island) and further work is needed to identify 
them.  Clearly many of the CLF are in need of restoration.  For example, the Maurepas land bridge is 
described as a relic (dying) forest by local researchers.   

 
Critical Landscape Features were identified in LACPR by “stacking” of surge (lines of defense), but were 
not integrated into alternatives.  
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Further evidence in the LACPR report supporting MLODS is the identification by the Habitat Evaluation 
Team (HET) of “Critically Important Landform Features” (CILF).  In the LACPR, the CLF’s and CILF’s 
were derived separately, but both represent lines of defense.   
The HET describes their consideration as follows: 

• Coastal restoration strategies that contribute to sustainable hurricane risk reduction; 
• Individual measures of varying sizes to restore and maintain landscape features and essential wetland 

maintenance processes;  
• Combinations of individual measures which provide ecosystem-level synergistic benefits; 
• Alternative plans that achieve or exceed no net loss of coastal wetlands; 
• The potential for trade-offs associated with various restoration alternatives (e.g. near term protection vs. 

long-term sustainability and fisheries changes vs. deltaic processes).” 
 
The HET was not entirely consistent in applying these considerations and also did not benefit from all the 
surge information early in the study process.  The HET team is composed of coastal restoration specialists 
and not surge modelers or storm dynamics specialists.  Therefore, the CILF’s identified by HET are driven 
more from an organic or coastal integrity standpoint.  The HET also has many years of experience in coastal 
Louisiana and knows the natural landscape well.    
 
The CLF’s and the CILF’s, therefore, both represent lines of defense, but from two disciplinary perspectives 
(surge modelers and coastal restoration specialists).  The LACPR report does not integrate the CLF’s and 
CILF’s even though it is apparent that they are both ‘critical’ and need to be considered through all aspects 
of the LACPR.  When the CLF’s and the CILF’s are combined on a map, it is apparent that there is dual 
identification of some lines of defense but also that these features complement each other; that is, the 
combined map of CLF and CILF is a very good template for restoration in total.  The combined map is very 
similar to the proposed features in the MLODS reports (2007 and 2008, and also the priority features 
described by the NGO’s as the Louisiana Coastal Lines of Defense”).  These features are also very similar to 
those included in the State Master Plan (SMP).  Therefore, the culmination of major planning by NGO’s, 
the State, and the Corps has caused strong convergence on a particular set of landscape features for flood 
protection and coastal integrity, which can be referred to as Lines of Defense.  Unfortunately, in the 
LACPR, these key features were not entirely captured in the comprehensive alternative analyses. 
 
Priority Lines of Defense NOT Included in LACPR Comprehensive Alternatives 
PU 1  

• Only R2 Restoration is in Comprehensive Alternatives 
• Missing 5 Lines of Defense: 
• Maurepas Land Bridge (LACPR CLF and MLODS report, but no restoration plan in LACPR) 
• Chandeleur Islands (SMP and MLODS report) 
• Bayou la Loutre Ridge (SMP and MLODS report) 
• MRGO Lake Borgne LB (SMP and MLODS report) 
• Lake Pontchartrain Shoreline (SMP and MLODS report) 

High Level alternative and Lake Pontchartrain Barrier alternative rankings reversed in MCDA 
 manipulation  

• Top structural alternatives conflict with restoration  
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PU 2  
• Only R2 Restoration is in the Comprehensive Alternatives  
• Missing 2 Lines of Defense: 

Buras Delta building diversion (MLODS report only) 
Marsh creation on Barataria Basin Land Bridge (LACPR CLF and MLODS report) 

PU 3a  
• Only R1 Restoration is in the Comprehensive Alternatives  
• All Lines of Defense included 
• Morganza to Gulf levee in all alternatives  

PU 3b  
• Only R1 Restoration is in the Comprehensive Alternatives 
• All Lines of Defense included 

PU 4  
• Only R1 Restoration is in the Comprehensive Alternatives 
• Missing 2 Lines of Defense:  

Chenier Ridges (LACPR CLF and MLODS report ) 
Salinity control structures on Calcasieu Ship Channel, Sabine and GIWW at Gum Cove 

• Sustainability threat due to saltwater intrusion not addressed and conflicts with Calcasieu Ship 
Channel enlargement 

 
It is also necessary to point out that some types of Lines of Defense were not addressed at all or not 
considered sufficiently.  Evacuation is a critical element in risk reduction, and it may be the only line of 
defense that actually addresses risk reduction for loss of life.  Evacuation is not included in any 
alternatives.  Evacuation is addressed in the State Master Plan.  The LACPR report suggests that evacuation 
routes might be treated as “critical infrastructure” but entirely misses the opportunity to alter or design 
alternatives considering existing, improved or new evacuation routes.  The state of Louisiana has an official 
evacuation plan and routes, but these apparently did not influence the LACPR alternatives or the analysis.  
This is a glaring systemic oversight with very real specific negative consequences.  For example, the 
Interstate 10 bridge being constructed over Lake Pontchartrain (to replace the bridge damaged by Hurricane 
Katrina) is being built at +30 feet MSL (well above surge heights), but the bridge’s south shore landing is at 
about +7 feet MSL where it is exposed to storm surge.  This short stretch of Interstate 10 is very vulnerable 
to inundation and is the eastern evacuation and re-entry route for the Greater New Orleans Region and St. 
Bernard Parish.  This is a major weak link in evacuation for southeast Louisiana.  
 
LACPR Recommendations Detrimental to Surge Management 
Some components of alternative plans may actually increase risk or at least seriously challenge the 
management of storm surge.  These could be considered “Anti-Lines of Defense”. These are levee 
alignments or other significant coastal elements that influence surge detrimentally.  Some examples are the 
Morganza to the Gulf levee which was included in all comprehensive alternatives for Planning Unit 3a.  The 
proposed levee creates a sharp angle with the existing Larose to Golden Meadow levee.  This is the creation 
of a new “funnel” which is twice the size of the infamous MRGO funnel.  Another problem levee is along 
the GIWW in Barataria Basin (Planning Unit 2).  With this levee, storage capacity of the Barataria Basin is 
dramatically reduced and small funnel geometries are created on either side of the basin.  Surge height is 
artificially increased over 100% by the levee alignment.  This type of levee has a doubly-negative effect in 
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regard to the coast: (1) Wetlands inside the levee are not able to influence surge (attenuation and storage) and 
(2) wetlands outside of the levee are less effective because of the higher surge levels.  Another example of an 
“Anti-Line of Defense” is the Calcasieu Ship Channel, which is already a conduit for storm surge and 
saltwater intrusion.  The ship channel is being considered for significant enlargement which could potentially 
increase wetland loss and storm surge heights into Lake Charles.  The proposed enlargement is not addressed 
in the LACPR report. 
 
LACPR Recommendations Detrimental to Coastal Wetlands and Sustainability 
Four levee alignments in the alternatives evaluated cross major hydrologic basins (PU 1 LP barrier plan, PU 
2 GIWW levee; PU 3a Morganza to the Gulf; PU 4 GIWW levee).  These levees are described as “leaky 
levees” which would in theory allow some hydrologic function for the benefit of the estuary.  The HET 
qualitatively evaluated the indirect effect of these cross basin levees, and generally rated them as -7 or -8 on 
a scale of +8 (best) to -8 (worse).  What the report fails to describe is the quantitative scale of the potential 
impact of these levees.  The estuarine area of marsh, lakes, etc. included behind these four levee alternatives 
is more than 2,500 square miles.  The combined wetlands potentially impounded within these levees is more 
than 1/4 of the remaining coastal wetlands in Louisiana.  Considering Louisiana has already lost more than a 
third of its historic wetlands (2,100 square miles), to place such a large wetlands area (over 1,000 square 
miles) under further threat is a major issue that is not seriously evaluated in the LACPR report.  The LACPR 
did not model the hydrology under fair weather conditions to assess the daily hydrology much less the 
larger biological issues of migration of aquatic estuarine species, sediment transport, nutrient or water 
quality, etc.  
 
LACPR Lacks Wetland Habitat Goals 
The Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy proposes that wetland habitat goals need to be established to assure 
that the cacophony of coastal projects still results in functioning estuaries with the best chance of being 
sustainable.  Diversions that are proposed in the LACPR are based on sustaining or rebuilding emergent 
wetlands.  This is vital, but the performance of the diversions and the effect on the estuaries needs to be 
evaluated beyond conceptually.  The inevitable interaction of levees, flood gates, barriers, weirs, leaky 
levees and oyster reefs, with diversions is blithely ignored.  Habitat goals should be proposed to force the 
issue that all these projects must consider the ebb and flow, and biological function of the estuaries.  The 
goal is not just to avoid conflicting projects but to find reinforcing aspects of coastal projects.  
 
Critique of the LACPR’s “Top Performing Coastwide Plan” (CP-7) 
As would be expected, the end result of the LACPR’s “top performing” coastwide plan is based on the entire 
LACPR body of work, and so it has the cumulative good and bad of the LACPR analysis.  It is positive that 
the top performing plan (CP-7) is a comprehensive alternative and so it includes many types of Lines of 
Defense.  Not all the Lines of Defense were included and some were systemically absent, such as evacuation.  
In addition, the top performing plan includes at least two Anti-lines of Defense (the Morganza to the Gulf 
funnel geometry and the unaddressed Calcasieu Ship Channel).  The resulting wetland landscape is entirely 
undefined since there are no habitat goals.  Non-structural solutions are limited to the traditional Corps 
attitude that home elevation is only in lieu of levee protection.  No home elevation is included in CP-7 for 
any area inside of a levee.  This is in spite of the fact that New Orleans is currently proposing a Master Plan 
for the city with aggressive home elevation for long term sustainability of the region.  CP-7 also includes two 
levee alignments that have significant wetland extent inside the levees (PU 1 and PU 3a). The CP-7 is 
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probably not the very best of the alternatives evaluated and certainly is not the best possible alternative 
(because of the limited robustness of the comprehensive alternatives).  
 
Barrier Levee Emphasis 
It is becoming clear that the Corps is choosing a heavy reliance of alleged risk reduction by use of large 
levees low on the coast with a minimal coastal buffer.  This bias is evident now in Planning Units 1, 2 and 
3a, where by limiting alternatives or by altering the evaluation metrics, the big cross basin levees are pushed 
toward the top of the ranking.  The cross-basin alignments within these planning units could place as much 
as 1/4 of Louisiana’s remaining wetlands behind levees.   
 

 
 
In all three cases, these three levees significantly amplify surge, placing huge dependence on the levee in 
each basin.  This approach, when coupled with lack of both elevation and evacuation inside the levees, is 
more aptly described as a “One Line of Defense” strategy, and should not be described as a Multiple Lines of 
Defense approach.,  More importantly, is creating high stakes risk while actually causing a more dangerous 
surge elevation.  An approach which keeps surge elevations lower and widely dispersed, coupled with 
redundancies of non-structural measures, lowers risk to immobile assets. When including evacuation, there is 
further reduction in risk to health and safety of local residents.   
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Justification of Levee Alignments in LACPR 
The following excerpt for the LACPR is critical to future discussion of levee alignments.  It gives a one-
sided view of the option to locate levees some distance from population centers.    
 

“Structural measures provide the greatest level of risk reduction when removed from the 
immediate proximity of development. All structural measures are capable of providing significant 
risk reduction with increasing design levels. However, the technical evaluation has indicated that 
levee alignments that allow some distance between the levee and the development footprint produce 
greater, and often significant residual protection above the indicated design level. The evaluation 
results show that 100-year level structural alignments that meet this parameter may provide 
significant risk reduction for the 400-year to 1000-year surge events. Structural alignments which 
are adjacent to developed areas (e.g. ring levees) are susceptible to higher consequences once the 
design level surge is exceeded. This effect is correlated to the relative capacity for storing flood 
water once surge exceeds the design associated with each plan.” 

 
First, the conclusion that “residual protection” occurs by locating a levee away from a population center 
assumes that the population will continue to be located in the same area and that there will be no induced 
development. Induced development associated with levee construction is an historical fact and the Corps has 
an extremely poor record of preventing induced development even when it is in harm’s way.  The proposal to 
move levees away from population centers is more likely to increase residual risk rather than residual 
protection.   
Second, it should be clear that enclosing a larger area within a levee actually reduces the area for 
accommodation of surge outside the levee, i.e. it will likely result in higher surge levels requiring a higher 
levee and increased cost. 
Third, since population centers are located near natural ridges with better soil properties, displacing levees 
away from population centers may place levees on weaker soils requiring significantly higher initial cost and 
maintenance cost. 
Fourth, off-ridge levee alignments impound wetlands which have a long history of decline once impounded.  
The LACPR recognizes this in the HET assessments of proposed levees in PU 1, 2, and 3a, which scored 
very low.  
Fifth, off-ridge alignments that are proposed in the LACPR dramatically dissect the natural basin estuaries 
along the coast.  This will alter the hydrology and natural estuarine processes such as migration of aquatic 
species that will affect not just Louisiana coastal fisheries but also fisheries of the Gulf of Mexico which are 
dependent on migration into Louisiana estuaries. 
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The figure below depicts two general approaches to levee alignments.  The upper illustration depicts large 
linear levees low on the coast.  Some refer to this as the “great wall”.  The lower illustration depicts the 
Multiple Lines of Defense approach in which levees are generally further inland and closer to population 
centers.   The LACPR seems to strongly favor the great wall which has the enumerated issues shown on the 
top of the figure.  
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Future Challenges to Louisiana’s Crisis of Vulnerability 

State Governance 
 -State funding will be limited  
 -An over zealousness in the reliability of levees encourages blind faith in their performance and may 

compromise coastal environment and flood protection 
 -Recurring storms require emergency responses and drive reactionary policies 
Federal Governance 
 -State & Corps’ relationship is highly stressed  
 -Corps’ District organization is still in a Post-Katrina recovery mode 
 -Mandatory (3-year) rotation of District Engineers weakens Corps’ senior  district management 
 -Corps has limited ability to implement the breadth of agency accountability needed for MLODS 
 -Corps lacks ability to coordinate with other Federal agencies, e.g. FEMA 
 -Corps continues to underperform in project planning and construction  
 -LACPR has technical weaknesses, but may be salvageable 
 -LACPR has no recommendations and is not congressionally actionable 

-Multiple project authorizations create ambiguity and may lead to lower standards, e.g. pre-Katrina 
designed projects are being pursued 

 -Litigation and threat of litigation may compromise projects 
Environmental 
            -Louisiana’s coast is still declining 
             -Politically engineered flood protection (levees) trumps coastal restoration/preservation and long  

term regional sustainability 
 -Wetland hydrology is not being given sufficient consideration and may exacerbate loss 
 -State & Corps disagree on the state’s cost share for MRGO Ecosystem Restoration construction,  
 which will likely delay implementation  
Louisiana Residents 
 -Storms will continue to threaten lives, livelihoods, and the cultural traditions of south Louisiana 
 -Costly storm-driven retreat from the coast will continue 
Greater New Orleans region 
 -100 year level of protection may not be reached by 2011 
 -New Orleans Draft Master Plan aggressively supports elevating homes within the city, but this will 
 require significant funding 
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The figure below depicts the unfortunate, but more likely future of efforts to address Louisiana’s Crisis of 
Vulnerability.  It will take extraordinary measures to overcome the physical and institutional challenge for 
Louisiana to emerge from this crisis.  At this time, the LACPR embodies the federal planning response to 
Hurricane Katrina which is symptomatic of this crisis.  It is clear that any comprehensive solution requires 
more than the Corps of Engineers.  True implementation of the Multiple Lines of Defense Strategy requires 
multi-institutional engagement which is often beyond the scope, capacity and tradition of the Corps.  
Therefore, the LACPR must become a catalyst for the institutional changes required for success.  
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